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A Day At The Races With APM Monaco

From the traditional to the avant garde, APM Monaco's latest collection showcases a stunning

assortment of iconic jewellery, perfect for making a statement this Spring Racing season.

Here, we reveal the must-have accessories to see you through the season in style.

A$713

⏲



An artful homage to the traditional floral style synonymous with Spring Racing season, the

SILVER 'DIVINE' EARRINGS combine the classic with the contemporary, seamlessly taking

you from champagne in the marquee to a VIP afterparty in flawless fashion.

A$296

A stunning addition to your spring racing ensemble, the SILVER 'ETERNELLES' RING is

adorned with zirconia stones and a single pearl. Elegant and timeless, the bordering vines

conjure springtime glamour, while the mother of pearl provides a unique but sophisticated

centrepiece that will transform your look into one that is contemporary yet classic.



A$778

Standout glamour at its finest, the SILVER 'ANGELIQUES ' EARRINGS are the must-have

piece of the season, and one that is being adorned by an array of celebrities and influencers,

from Paris to New York. Yet to make its official Australian debut, be the first to wear the

stunning pair, this Spring Racing

Carnival.



  A$159

Understated elegance at its finest, the SILVER 'ETERNELLES' OPEN RING makes for an

enduring yet modern addition to your spring racing attire. Featuring micropave zirconia stones

cast in sterling silver, this stunning ring alludes to eras past, modernised with its symmetrical

constitution and polished finish.



A$408

A whimsical duo with a classical edge, the ASYMMETRIC SILVER 'ETERNELLES'

EARRINGS are a complimentary couplet of luxury proportions. While traditional in their

materiality, this set possesses a bohemian flair that immediately adds personality and panache

to every attire. A statement in their own right, this unique set makes for an iconic

embellishment to any raceday collection.

From the races to the runway, APM Monaco offer a selection for every style, sentiment and

soiree.

All APM Monaco items are sterling silver (sometimes gold plated) and retail from $100 AUD -

$1000 AUD. 
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